The Not-so-Easy Scavenger Hunt
Directions: The parcel names, pictures and rhyming clues are listed in random order. Before
you go, match the clues with the parcels (next page). Then walk each parcel looking for one of the
pictures (two of the pictures go with Beebe Woods).

Write the parcel number
from the list below on
the line to the left of the
photo.

Parcels
1. Beebe Woods (two
pictures)
2. Peterson Farm
3. Mock Moraine
4. Florence Sylvia
5. Breivogel
6. Shallow Pond
7. Two Ponds
8. Dupee
9. BartolomeiAndrews Grove
10. Sea Farms
11. Teaticket Park
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Which parcel?

Rhyming Clues
Pass by the ‘kissing’ trees reaching for the sun
Then look for the granite marker number seventy-one
This will lead to the structure of whimsy fun
You might see border collies herding a flock
Just be careful you don’t get a shock
An ancient way leads to an old Quaker burial ground
The site of the old meeting house may also be found
This land was given to honor his mother
So all may walk this trail of wonder
Is this tree heading for the vernal pools?
Home to salamanders, frogs, and other pond jewels
Come here and sit if you are tired of the headlines!
Look up and admire the whispering white pines
Once a place to play with a putter
Today you might see a playful otter
At one time a thriving dairy farm
Now a place to walk and sit and be calm
Overlooking the water find this tree along
the trail; A section of the path is accessible
with a handrail
This land has access for kayaking and fishing
And plenty of places for wildlife viewing
Once a place to hit golf balls
Now a place to hear bird calls

Parcels
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Two Ponds
Sea Farms
Peterson Farm
Florence Sylvia
Bartolomei - Andrews
Grove
6. Breivogel
7. Beebe Woods
8. Teaticket Park
9. Shallow Pond
10. Mock Moraine
11. Dupee

